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The Art Of Predictive Astrology Forecasting Your Life Events

Steven Forrest, author of the award-winning and critically-acclaimed "The Inner Sky", follows that work with this empowering look at choice-centred "predictive" astrology -- an
astrology in which we predict the questions people face at certain times, but never the answers they will give! The astrologer here is not so much a prophet as a coach. You are
never confined to an inescapable fate. Instead the planets offer you a whirling kaleidoscope of possibilities, with your freedom and the power of your imagination in the driver's
seat.
Include CD-ROM.
An innovative guide reveals ways to choose the right vocation through a unique astrological approach, ensuring financial security and personal fulfillment in people's lives.
Original.
Astrology does not ask for help, this is the reason you need this book! The best-selling horoscope book in 25 years. Contains the latest discoveries in astrology. Predict world
events in the 21st century. The best-selling astrology book on Amazon, with the highest rating of 5 stars The United States has sold more than 500,000 astrology books. It exists
to answer questions about you. It is a knowledge about you, and it promises you that you don't need to react blindly when experiencing life; you can control your own destiny
within a limited range, and in this process, you truly understand yourself.
Astrology and interest in it have been growing at a pace that does justice to the subject as a discipline of great consequence in handling the complexities and ills of human life
and existence. Authoritative works on astrology abound in Sanskrit and several of them have been translated into English by scholars. These translations are a great boon to the
diligent student and carry innumerable combinations and dicta covering almost all aspects of life. However, the difficulty lies in their actual application to horoscopes where the
skills of the astrology student are challenged to the limit. The Art of Prediction in Astrology is a simple guide to the techniques of interpretation of the horoscope. This book
teaches how to apply and interpret some important planetary combinations and dicta found in classical works to practical cases. This shows further how to analyse and
understand: *Yogas for fame and lasting reputation, renunciation, spiritual realization, tyranny and homicidal tendencies. *Difficult concepts such as the difference between Resi
and Bhave, Yamaganda and Yamakantaka, the Moon's role in understanding human psychology and behaviours and the nexus between Rahu-Ketu and schizophrenic
tendencies. *Eclipses and how they influence the timing of events. *Solar activity and planetary movements in relation to weather, agricultural crops and tsunamis. *Principles of
Muhurta and natal horoscopy in making forecasts on the fall and continuance of governments and how Martian movements can trigger terrorist attacks such as that of September
11, 2001. *Simplifies the intricate art of chart delineation with illustrations of important personalities.
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The Art of Predictive AstrologyForecasting Your Life EventsLlewellyn Worldwide
This short volume condenses the Author's 42 year-long experience in the field of Elective Astrology, meaning by this that branch of Astrology aimed at choosing the best moment
to baptize – in an astrological sense – the birth of a new business, or the living in a new house, or the beginning of a new love affair, or the signing of a contract before a notary,
or the start in a good way of anything we care about. This book was published for the first time in Italy in 1988 and re-published in the same place in 2002. However, the Author
has saved only about ten pages of that book because in all these years he has realised that he was making some methodological mistakes that later he has been able to correct
through a long experience of direct consultations, having thousands of people asking him for the right day and hour in which they could give birth to something. For this reason
the book is completely different from the Italian edition and he purposefully wanted to stop before he reached one hundred pages because he followed that conviction of his –
which has always been much appreciated by his readers – that an example is worth one thousand words. The Author has thus tried to eliminate any repetition, addressing
directly the core of practical problems that are useful for students in Astrology as well as for his colleagues.
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"I am excited for you that you've discovered this book, and more importantly, are on your journey to discovering and exploring the miracle of you through astrology. Sandy's book
will be pivotal for you as well. There's a part of me that feels so excited for what you are about to embark on ... Let the discovery begin!" --Psychic medium John Edward "Sandy's
understanding of human psychology and personal relationships helps readers shift away from an old notion of Astrology as "fortune telling," to a more contemporary
understanding and use of it as a relevant tool for knowing one's self in relation to the people and events we co-create in our lives." --Mary Spremulli, MA, CCC-SLP. Voice
Aerobics, LLC Learn the psychological foundation of each sun sign. Learn the ages-old meaning of each planet and how its energy affects you. Learn how to create a simple
solar astrology chart. Learn what the astrological houses are and what they mean. Learn the basics of chart interpretation almost instantly. Learn where astrology came from and
how and why it works. Learn to apply your understanding of astrology in your daily life.
The easy and accurate way to interpret your future! In simple language, this book explains how to choose favorable options in education, career, profession and business; to
predict wealth and prosperity, success in love, romance and marriage, the state of health and longevity, happiness and harmony in life. It provides guidelines to convert
opportunities to advantage. It thus enables us to be the mater, rather than be a prisoner of our destiny. The book introduces and explains the ancient Indian knowledge and
wisdom of Predictive Astrology, the Jataka Shastra, as practiced and perfected over the centuries. It will help you understand how planetary influences shape your personality
and predetermine major events in your life, thus providing you with the power to master your destiny and plan your future accordingly.
Collects one hundred sonnets and commentaries that highlight the history of the sonnet.
This is an unprecedented work in which renowned astrologer James Braha demonstrates the need for synergy between Hindu astrological theory and actual experience. Its
purpose is to provide students with the knowledge necessary to gain a quantum leap in predictive accuracy. As an experience-first astrologer who accepts no astrological
technique blindly, the author has thoroughly tested the fundamental techniques of this system. Page after page, techniques that work powerfully are distinguished from those that
are mediocre, inconsistent, or unreliable. Although originally designed for intermediate and advanced students, beginners who study an introductory chapter can easily follow this
lucid text, saving years of frustration and confusion. Over fifty horoscope examples are included as well as numerous lists demonstrating how to prioritise the myriad positive and
negative aspects of analysis that challenge every Hindu astrologer. If you want to be the most accurate predictive astrologer possible, this brilliantly conceived book is for you.
Enjoy!
Due to the significant progress of Astronomy, Statistics and of calculation techniques, the discipline of Astrology is constantly evolving. In this work Ciro Discepolo aims at
recapitulating and systematizing contemporary astrological knowledge. The present volume follows the famous attempt of Henri-J. Gouchon (Dictionnaire astrologique, DervyLivres, 1975), of which Discepolo's work is an update. In his "summa astrologica," Discepolo: - informs his readers about the news in the field of Astrology, of which he is a
leading figure in Italy today; - complements Gouchon's work with a number of new entries or updates (such as Aids, Astrocartography, Courage, Drowning, Libido, Suicide,
Synchronicity); - offers a generous contribution of original and first-hand interpretations; - provides hundreds of Natal Charts illustrating a high number of entries with a specific
didactic purpose. This volume is intended for consultation; it is exhaustive and concise at the same time, and its reading from A to Z will prove extremely pleasant for its fresh and
lively style.
Explores the enigmatic world of astrology--one of the oldest "predictive arts"--revealing its complexities and scientific merit.
Transits and Solar Returns is a unique text in its gender, for it allows the reader to evaluate the realism of a method illustrated through several wellknown events from the
execution of Benito Mussolini to the incarceration of Sophia Loren in Italy, including the most important victories of many acclaimed champions of the sports. Starting from the
historical data, Ciro Discepolo explains how and why each event took place. As a best seller in Italy and in France, this book has been reprinted and republished several times in
the span of a few years. New, important sections have been added. Its main quality is probably the exposure of a method that any student of astrology - experts as well as
beginners - may apply. It aspires to demonstrate that such events as the abysmal fall of famous financiers or the tragic death of the cyclist Marco Pantani can be all explained
word for word by the 'thirty rules' written by Ciro Discepolo; who invites the reader to verify personally (for example studying the events of the future and the past chronicle)
whether those rules match reality or not. The Author has been studying the Aimed Solar Returns since 1970 he has been a guide of more than 20,000 'aimed birthdays' (up to
2007). He has written over fifty books - most of them on this particular subject. For this reason he is considered the greatest expert by many colleagues in the world on this
specific segment of astrology. This is a text of practical astrology, based on many-many years of observations and studies in practice. It addresses mainly to those who wish to
verify the truth of the assertion: 'prediction is a feasible exercise in astrology'.
For serious astrologers, this book is full of predictive techniques that really work, including cycles, transits, returns, progressions, eclipses, and the clearest explanation of the
Saros cycles ever! Describes luminary and planetary arcs, and how to use transits to set up time maps. Brady also interprets progressed planets, waxing and waning orbs,
planets changing signs, retrograde motion of transits and lunar phases and how they operate in predictive work. Appendices. Bibliography.
The interpretation of the natal charts (that is to say, of the drawing representing the celestial positions of our solar system at the moment of one's birth) is probably the milestone
of all Astrological Knowledge. It is the point of confluence of the science in which – in a mass of fascinating synergies – disciplines such as astronomy, astrology, mythology,
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psychology, and a hundred other forms of Knowledge converge that together form what should be understood for Holistic Knowledge. The master of astrology, enriched by multidecennial experiences, has the gift of synthesis, the ability of photographing in a moment all the Microcosm-Macrocosm that encloses past, present and future of every human
being through the glyphs of planets, the Houses, and the angular aspects among the elements of the chart. This volume represents the University of Astrology. It is not
coincidental that its Author, who is one of the most accomplished astrologer of the world, sought to engage in the writing of this short treatise, about the same time of the turning
point of his own professional jubilee (defined by the number of works that he has published so far). With the simplicity that distinguishes him, on this occasion too, Ciro Discepolo
has been able to present to both neophytes and the more experienced readers the most difficult concepts in a direct, simple, immediately usable way, revealing previously
unpublished details, new knowledge that he has meditated for long before writing about it, and even small secrets of what must necessarily be called the Interpretative Art of
Astrology. As is his custom, the Author offers over fifty examples to support the explained theories. They consist mainly in the natal charts of celebrities, completely revised
compared to past editions, or interpreted now for the first time for the delight of his students.
This is probably the newest and most complete treatise in the field of Western Astrology today. The Author, one of the leading exponents of the art of Urania in the world, has 42
years of extensive research and has published more than 70 books in 7 languages on this topic. In this substantial book of more than 1200 pages he has condensed his
enormous experience, based on over 100,000 consultations and over 25,000 Aimed Solar and Lunar Returns, which he has drawn and successfully supervised, not only for
himself and his family, but also for thousands of clients. In this treatise he reflects on his numerous studies, which have brought him to the forefront of astrological research above
all in the execution of many operations, such as the dating of the events of a specific year; the value of a cusp in the Houses (which he calculates to be 2.5 degrees); the 34
primary rules required to aim a Solar Return or the 20 rules necessary to aim a Lunar Return; the importance that should be given to the role of Houses in relation to that of the
Signs in the interpretation of a Natal Chart; his use of elevated geographical latitudes in order to amplify the Houses; the invention of algorithms which allow the reader to make a
more informed choice (the book contains several links to his website where such services are offered free of charge); the comprehensive vision of all the “stars” of an entire
family in order to explain important events, as is discussed at length here in the saga of the Gandhis, a family marked by death. The author was initially educated in the school of
the French astrologer André Barbault, and he later became a follower of leading scholars, including Charles E. O. Carter, Charles Harvey, Reinhold Ebertin, Henri J. Gouchon,
among others. He is particularly proud of two unique achievements: he is the only astrologer in the world to have been paid to hold a seminar in Astrology in the prestigious
university of Padova, in the very same hall where Galileo Galilei used to teach, and he is the only astrologer in the world who has received recognition from mainstream scientists
for no less than two of his discoveries.
Excerpt from Astrology for All: To Which Is Added a Complete System of Predictive Astrology for Advanced Students The day is past for writing a defence of Astrology, ahd no
amount of argument will ever convince the sceptic, who is either too perverse or too indolent to investigate so grand a science as Astrology, a science which explains the law that
governs all things. The best test that can be applied to this, as to all other subjects where first hand knowledge is required, is that of experience. Reason, thought, and experience
are the basis upon which the system adopted in this work is built. The ripened fruit of many years' toil and practice are offered to those who are sufficiently thirsty for the
knowledge that Astrology brings to mankind, and the main object of the present publication is that of 'satisfying a demand made by the growing students of Astrology for more
light. Astrology is the Oldest of all sciences. Its history can be traced so far into the past that it becomes a hopeless task to actually dis cover when and where it had its origin.
From Babylonia and the Chaldeans we find a belief in Astrology spreading throughout the whole world. Once the religion of a great and mighty race, it taught its people wisely,
lifting their aspirations by faith, hope and rever ence through the media of the planetary spirits to the supreme One and Universal Spirit, the Logos of the Solar system. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important
historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Being able to forecast your future gives you a remarkable edge. Whether it's taking advantage of approaching opportunities or preparing for challenges that are heading your
way, predictive astrology helps you maximize your innate potential—and make choices that will lead to a more satisfying life. The perfect companion to Llewellyn's Complete Book
of Astrology, popular astrologer Kris Brandt Riske lends her signature easy-to-understand style to this definitive guide to predictive astrology. Step by step, she lays out clear
instructions for performing each major predictive technique, including solar arcs, progressions, transits, lunar cycles, and planetary returns. She also provides a basic introduction
to horary astrology, the method used to obtain answers to specific questions. Discover how to read all elements of a predictive chart and pinpoint when changes in your career,
relationships, finances, and other important areas of life are on the horizon. To make learning even easier, this astrology book includes examples that illustrate major events in
the lives of the author’s clients as well as celebrities such as Marilyn Monroe, Jimmy Carter, Martha Stewart, and Pamela Anderson.
We are living a huge economic and financial crisis, the worst that humanity has ever experienced. Some may say that the American crisis of 1929 was much harsher and more
dramatic, but it was confined to the United States, while the present one includes the whole world, from the East to the West. As a member of the Fondazione Discepolo (a
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cultural institution founded by my father, Pasquale Discepolo, an engineer, born in New York on 6 November 1917, which has two executive and / or parallel “extensions”: the
Museo Mineralogico Campano [Mineralogical Museum of the Campania Region] and the Premio Capo d'Orlando [Capo d'Orlando Prize], founded by Dr. Umberto Celentano), on
23 May 2011, I had the great honour of participating in an extremely interesting conference held by the Nobel Prize for Economy Paul Krugman, who had been invited and
awarded a prize by the Fondazione Discepolo at Vico Equense (a nice little city near Napoli and Sorrento). Paul Krugman's conference was of extraordinary interest, and touched
upon the themes that were the premise for me writing this book in which I offer my almost 43 years of experience on the topic of money. In this book, I also wish to offer some
advice to improve one's financial situation as concerns both the family and/or the individual.
Many people think that predictive astrology is only for the cleverest and most serious of astrologers. However, predictive techniques are not difficult to learn or to execute. This
book will fill a gap in the market for an accessible, step-by-step guide to the art of prediction by astrology. In Reading the Future bestselling author Sasha Fenton concentrates on
astrological techniques such as progressions and transits and shows you how to use and interpret them. She provides all the information you need in clear and simple language.
By learning the techniques of predictive astrology you will be able to work out what is happening to you and why, and how best to find love, improve your job prospects or avoid
health problems. If you want to become a competent astrologer, this is the book for you.
Conventional medicine treats symptoms with surgery and drugs rather than healing the root causes of illness. Complementary therapies attempt to address the whole self, which
can raise awareness of and even counteract the imbalances that create disease. This book attempts to relate inner causes with our "four bodies" in order to affect healing.
"Astrology and the Art of Healing" approaches healing and astrology in a new and revolutionary way. Physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual therapies relate to stages of your
life process, from conception through birth, and from childhood to old age and death. Many horoscopes show how to understand the origins of health imbalances in your life.
Correlations to appropriate therapies can support the expertise of your doctors. A free astro-chart is included.
This ground-breaking book, with its many new techniques and concepts, brings predictive astrology into a world of its own. Covers techniques and methods necessary for making
accurate astrological predictions. Learn to reveal the future and put various aspects of life into perspective.
Now back in print, a revised and expanded edition of the classic text that guides all levels of astrologers on the essential elements of predictive astrology.
Prasna Marga is a unique work on astrology, natal and horary, of vital importance to every astrological scholar, practitioner and student. The author, a Nambudari Brahmin of
Kerala who wrote this book in 1650 A.D., was a renowned scholar and has culled valuable information from a number of ancient sources. This ancient work, an English
translation of which is presented here is simple and elegant English interspersed with copious notes incorporating the author's own experiences, touches on some of the most
important aspects of life marriage, children, longevity, death, disease, etc. Part 1 is an exhaustive treatise on the various aspects of predictive astrology of immense practical
utility, which deals not only with the various aspects of Prasna or Horary Astrology but also with almost the entire range of the forecasting art-Jataka or predictive astrology,
Muhurta or electional astrology, Parihara or remedial astrology and Nimittas or the science of indications (Omens). Part II is an encyclopaedic work on matters that affect all
areas of human life, such as marriage, children, causes of diseases as given in karma vipaka and the remedies, matters relating to deities, rulers, war, natural calamities, travel,
rainfall, digging wells, details for finding underground water, theft cases, dreams and their interpretation as indicators for the death of disease and its timings, etc.
The aim of this short volume is to illustrate to my colleagues the technical and non technical reasons that have led me to declare that rules n. 1 and n. 2 of my 34 rules included in
Transits and Solar Returns (but published in many articles and books since 1972) are the only astrological statements that have been accepted by Official Science in the whole
history of human thought. However, this important goal in the history of Astrology has not been greeted with much enthusiasm by colleagues and fellow astrologers. On the
contrary, it has been even opposed by some of them, simply out of envy. On the other hand scientifists, namely those who use Science in an essentialist way, have predictably
ignored this event. Hence, with no celebration but no false modesty either, I wish to illustrate the path that has led me to this important goal to those who are little familiar with
Statistics. I wish to emphasize once again that I consider Astrology Art rather than Science or, by any rate, a Human Science epistemologically closet o disciplines such as
Sociology, Literary Criticism, Philosophy, Psychology, and so on. In this light, allow me a piece of criticism – a complaint, almost – to a “technological astrology” that is quite
marketable these days. Although I have researched extensively working with Statistics applied to Astrology, I mainly consider myself an astrologer focusing on Man, in the
broadest meaning of the word…
The Art and Science of Vedic Astrology Volume II builds upon the previous work and takes us deeper into the heart of Jyotish. This book is based on an advanced tutorial course
and is systematically arranged to expand upon the important variables necessary in horoscope analysis. The subtler aspects of astrology are brought to light, enabling the astute
student of Vedic Astrology to enlarge comprehension and predictive abilities. Many potent, yet often neglected principles are explained in detail, such as the Lajjitaadi Avashtas.
A comprehensive delineation of planetary Karakas and house lord combinations are included to help guide the practicing astrologer towards accurate assessment of one's karmic
state. Contents Include: Time and Cycles, Bhava Charts, Planetary States, The Non Luminous Sub Planets, Subtleties of the Divisional Charts, Additional Named Yogas,
Shadbala, Relationship Compatibility Analysis, Introduction to Lajjitaadi Avashtas, House Lord Combinations, Planetary Karakas in Vargas, Prasna (Vedic Horary) Astrology
Matching of charts for marriage is a very important area of astrology. Matching becomes indispensable if we realise that there are more factors than meet the eye that go to make
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a marriage not only happy but also lasting. This volume on the important subject of horoscope matching is meant to give a correct idea of the complex process involved in it. It is
a complete and comprehensive guide to the intricate art of matching charts. Nowhere in the world except, perhaps, in India have marriages survived lifelong for generations. This
is solely because marriages are made on astrological factors. For the first time ever, this book tells you what actually constitutes matching of charts and how to go about it. It
shows you how to overcome the situation when charts show marriage breakdown due to: premuture death, severe incompatibility, mental and psychological aberrations, loss of
spouse, infidelity. It contains practical examples from the author`s case studies on: good matching, poor matching, dosharidden matching, dosha-free matching. This book is a
compilation of author`s editorials that have appeared earlier in The Astrological Magazine. The illustrations and the questions and answers are additional and aimed at clearing
some common doubts usually encountered while matching charts will help in removing many misconceptions on the subject amongst the laymen and in educating the students
on the complex art of matching.
This book explores archetypal symbolism, predictive technique, and counseling process in therapeutic astrology. Combining insights from Jungian depth psychology,
developmental theory, alchemy and dream symbolism with the precision of planetary transits, progressions and midpoints, Planets in Therapy is an inspiring approach to the
healing art of astrology. Planets in Therapy clearly and succinctly explains the interpretation of the language and techniques of astrology, the depth psychological, transpersonal
and spiritual meaning of planetary symbolism, and its power to heal and transform. Greg Bogart masterfully guides the reader through the principles of psychological astrology,
emphasizing the process of selftransformation, spiritual evolution, and discovering the meaning in every event and every moment. A wide range of examples demonstrate how to
apply this knowledge to skillfully help others as a counseling astrologer.
There are many books on Hindu astrology. However their perusal is a problem, particularly for the lay readers who do not know Sanskrit. Therefore the author has presented in
this book the quintessence of predictive Hindu astrology in a medium understood worldwide. Hindu astrology is sidereal. But in the West most of the astrologers base their
calculations and inferences on the tropical zodiac. To cater to their needs and to enable them to convert a tropical zodiac. To cater to their needs and to enable them to convert a
tropical chart into a sidereal one, the author has all through provided instructions so that the students and scholars of the West may take full advantage of this textbook. While
sticking mainly to the Western terminology, he has utilized essential Hindu terminology where no single word in English could have conveyed the full import of the technical term
in Sanskrit. Those who are beginners will find that in perusing this book they can start from the scratch and ascend gradually to the high pinnacles of delineation and judgement.
Those who are already acquainted with the subject will find many new rules and the discussions enlightening. Review(s) About the Author(s) Pandit Gopesh Kumar Ojha, one of
the best astrologers in the world, was a great scholar and pioneer in writing books on vedic Astrology, physiology, palmistry and various branches of samudrica shastra.
Predictive Planets And Presaging Palms Is A Unique Book, Dealing Lucidly With The Fascinating Predictive Sciences Of Astrology And Palmistry In A Single Volume. Profusely
Illustrated, The Book Highlights The Differences Between Western And Hindu Systems Of Astrology And Explains The Hindu Art Of Predicting, Giving Valuable Information On
The Methodology Of Predictions, The Planets, The Signs Of The Zodiac And On Hands ~D What They Reveal. Ihe Special Features Of The Book Include: Chapters On Marriage
And Relationship Counselling, Career Counselling, And Health Counselling, Remedial Measures To Counteract ~Dverse Planetary Influences, Techniques To Specify Timing Of
Marriages, Birth Of Children, Professional Changes, Purchase Of Property Etc., Analysis Of The Horoscopes And Hands Of Famous People, Highlighting Their Special,
Significant Features. The Book Also Explains The Rationale Of Astrology And Palmistry Against The Back- Ground Of The Fatalism Vs. Free Will Controversy And Indicates How
These Two Predictive Sciences Can Be Used As Roadmaps Of Life And Optimise And Maximise The Development Of Individual Potentials And The Human Resources. The
Astrologer And Palmist, According To The Author Of The Book, Serve A Useful Role In Society In Wiping Tears, Generating Smiles, Boosting Up Morales, Kindling Hope,
Fostering Confidence And Setting People On The Path To Success. Predictive Planets And Presaging Palms Is A Must Reading For All Sceptics Of Astrology And Palmistry,
Who Brand These Predictive Sciences As Superstitious Beliefs Intended To Hoodwink People.
A comprehensive guide to the techniques of astrological interpretation The Art of Interpreting Horoscopes gives, for the first time ever, the definition of a Graha in astrology.
Shows how ancient classical dicta can be adapted and applied to contemporary charts to analyse: * Prim-Ministerial Yogas * Neechabhanga Raja Yoga * Adhi Yoga and
Celebrity Status * Cases of Crime and Criminals * Crime Investigation * Possibility of Children and IVF * Loss of Children * Marriage from Navamsa Clues * Factors for Love
Marriage * Swearing-in charts * Loss of Children India has always been an astrological society but at some point of time in the early part of the 20th century, the educated began
to develop a certain distaste for this ancient science, largely because of the educational system in the country which distanced itself from the traditional branches of learning
under a mistaken notion that by doing so, it was proving its rational credentials. However astrology being as good a science as any other of the modern ones, has stood the test
of time and in recent years has made a resurgent reappearance as a result of my revered father, Father of Modern Astrology, the Late Dr. B. V. Raman's relentless efforts to
propagate it as an academic subject. Astrology has now captured the interest of large segments of the educated public. The wave of resurgence has swept away this pseudorationalist resistance bringing with it the realization of the invaluable role astrology can play in helping cope with the ills of modern society. There has been some kind of
snowballing effect in educated circles, both in our own country as well as in the west, primarily the United States of America, in their eagerness to retrieve, revive and restore
Jyotish to its pristine glory. The ancient classical works on the subject are now being eagerly lapped up but the problem begins because of the times when the astrological rules
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were first formulated being so different from our own. The author has made effort to adapt and apply these rules in the form of dicta, Yogas and combinations to contemporary life
in the process seeking to bridge the gap between the ancient rules and their application value to the present.
I hope English speaking fans of Astrology will like this new volume of mine. It is not a technical book, but I am sure it will prove handy also for those who are not exactly beginners
in astrological studies. Since the 1970s I have had a column titled “Estri & Astri” (Flairs & Asters) in widely circulated magazines (with one million readers), and later in a second
column titled “Arti & Astri” (Arts & Stars.)In the present volume I wish to offer you a selection of my writings from these columns that, in my opinion, can be particularly enjoyable
for simple reading and, at the same time, can also teach many astrological rules. It is mainly a book of astrological portraits of famous people, but it also includes film, book, and
play reviews in which Astrology is always in the background – either explicitly or implicitly – leaving the reader to uncover it. Enjoy it!
Astrologer Carol Rushman lays out a step-by-step system that astrologers can use to forecast significant events, including love and financial success. When finished with the
book, they will be able to predict cycles and trends for the next several years, and give their clients 15 important dates for the coming year.
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